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Industrial Cart 

With High Style Restyle 

 

Materials 

 1 sheet 3/4" plywood 

 1 - 1" x 2" x 8' board 

 2 - 1" x 3" x 8' board 

 1 - 2" x 8" x 10' board 

 1 - 2" x 6" x 8' board 

 3 - 1/4" x 2 1/2" x 4' poplar hobby boards, or 1/4" plywood 

 1 glued wood panel 3/4" x 24" x 60" (or wood glued together) 

 1 - 1" x 6" x 8' board - optional drawers 

 1/2" sheet 5 mm sheathing, underlayment plywood - optional drawers 

 1 sheet 1/2" plywood - optional drawers 

 1 - 2" x 4" x 8' board - optional drawers 

 4 casters 

 4 inset hinges - optional drawers 

 18 cup label pulls 

 1 1/4", 2 ½”, 1” pocket hole screws 

 3/4" brad nails 

 wood glue 

 wood filler 

 sand paper 

 paint/stain/top coat 

http://www.highstylerestyle.com/blog/china-cabinet-base-crafted-into-industrial-cart
http://www.dlawlesshardware.com/antique-copper-cup-pull-label-holder.html
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Cut List 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1 

First we'll build the face frame.  Drill pocket holes in both ends of the 42 1/2" pieces, and the 23 1/2" 

piece.  Use wood glue and 1 1/4" pocket screws to assemble the face frame.

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-cutlist1.jpg
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On the 2 side panels (3/4" x 17 1/4" x 27 1/2") drill pocket holes on the inside face to attach to the face 

frame and to attach the top later.  Inset the sides 1/4" from the edge of the face frame and secure with 

wood glue and 1 1/4" screws. 

 

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-face-frame.jpg
http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-face-frame.jpg
http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-faceframe.jpg
http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-attach-sides.jpg
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Drill pocket holes in the bottom piece (16 1/2" x 45 1/2") to attach to the face frame, sides and 

back.  The bottom should be flush with the cabinet opening, and 1 3/4" inset from the bottom.  Secure 

the bottom with wood glue and 1 1/4" screws.

 

Drill pocket holes in the back piece to attach the sides.  Use wood glue and 1 1/4" screws to attach it to 

the sides and bottom.

  

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-attach-bottom.jpg
http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-attach-back.jpg
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Install caster wheels on the bottom.  The ones used in this model are 8”, but you can use whatever size 

you like and can afford (goodness they can get expensive :-) ). 

 

Step 2 

For the top, if you want the plank look leave the bevel on the 2x8's and 2x6.  If you want an flat look, 

trim down the sides of the 2x8's and 2x6 to remove the bevel.  Cut the boards to 49 1/2" long and use 

wood glue and 2 1/2" pocket holes and screws to join the boards together.  Install the top on the 

cabinet with 1 1/4" screws. 

 

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-Attach-casters1.jpg
http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-top-join.jpg
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If you want to add a little trim detail, add 1/4" x 2 1/2" x 17 1/4" boards to the sides of the 

cabinet.  You can either purchase poplar boards in that size (they are a little pricey), or cut your own 

from 1/4" plywood/mdf.  Use wood glue and 3/4" brad nails to secure in place. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-install-side-trim.jpg
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Step 3 

You have a few options on the doors.  On Amy's industrial cart the doors are routed to look like 

apothecary drawers.  The door is 3/4" glued wood panel with grooves routed 3/8" deep.  You can also 

use a 3/4" piece of wood or plywood for the doors and attach 'drawers' or wood squares to look like 

apothecary drawers to the door.  Whichever method you decided to use, here is a sketch of 

dimensions to give you an even spacing.

  

 

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-route-doors.jpg
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Use inset hinges to install the doors onto the cabinet.  You may need to install them in an area that 

dodges the drawers (if installing drawers), depending on the style that you use.  Install pulls on the 

'drawers'.  The pulls in the model are cup pulls, and on Amy's industrial cart they are cup label pulls. 

You are ready for sanding and finish.  However if you'd like to add inside storage you can check out 

the following steps. 

 

Step 4 

Depending on what you want to use the cabinet for, you may want to add shelves and/or pull out 

drawers.  This step will give you instructions if you want to add them. 

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-empty-dresser.jpg
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Shelves

 

For any shelves you want to add, you’ll need to put supports on each end, an easy option is ¾” x 1 ½” 

x 16” (or left over 1x3) glued and nailed to the side.  Or add holes for pegs if you want adjustable 

shelves. 

 

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-open-doors.jpg
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Drawers 

The drawers use 1x6 wood front, ½” plywood, 5 mm (3/16”) sheathing for the bottoms and 1” pocket 

hole screws.  You don't have to use this style of drawer, but they have worked well for me over the 

years.  Here are the overall drawer dimensions. 

 

Cut the 1x6 to 19 ½” long.  If you want a handle, you make one however you want, but here are some 

dimensions for 

mine.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-drawers.jpg
http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-drawer-handle.jpg
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Cut dados on each side of the drawer fronts that are ½” wide and ½” deep.  Cut a dado that is ¼” 

from the bottom and 3/16” wide and ¼” deep.   Drill pocket holes for ½” material to secure the sides 

to the 

fronts.  

 

Cut 2 sides that are 5 ½” x 15 ¾” x ½”.  Cut a dado 1/4″ from the bottom and 1/4″ deep that is the 

same width as the 5 mm sheathing plywood. 

   

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-drawer-front.jpg
http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-drawer-side.jpg
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Cut a back piece that is 5 ½” x 18 ½” x ½”.  Cut a dado 1/4″ from the bottom and 1/4″ deep that is 

the same width as the 5 mm sheathing plywood.  On the backside, drill pocket holes for ½” material 

to secure the sides to the back. 

   

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-drawer-back.jpg
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Cut a bottom piece from 5 mm sheathing (3/16”) that is 15 3/16” x 18 

15/16”.  

 

Apply wood glue to the side dados on the front piece and the sides of the back piece.  Place the bottom 

in the bottom dados, place the sides on and secure with 1” or ¾” pocket hole screws. 

 

http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-drawer-bottom.jpg
http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-drawer-back-view.jpg
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For the drawers, you’ll have to put in rail supports, like 2x4’s.  It’ll probably be easiest to use a Kreg 

pocket hole jig to secure them to the face frame, back and/or bottom.  The boards need to be flush 

with the cabinet door openings and parallel to each other, or the drawer slides won’t work. 

 

  

There are a few options for drawer slides, but I really like the ball bearing kind, here’s a cheap place to 

get them.   You will need the 15 ¾” ones (the price is for 2 slides – 1 drawer).  The regular drawer 

slides will work just fine too. 

http://www.wwhardware.com/kv-tt100-economy-100-lb-full-extension-drawer-slide-kvtt100
http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-install-drawer-supports.jpg
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Install the other side of the drawer slides on the drawers and install them into the cabinet, make any 

adjustments/shim as necessary. 

Step 5 

Apply wood filler to any cracks, blemishes and holes as necessary, allow to dry.  Sand the wood filler 

and the cabinet smooth, ending with 120-150 grit sand paper.  If staining, start with wood 

conditioner, then stain according to the manufacturers directions and allow to dry.  Finish the dresser 

with a 1-2 coats of polyurethane or your preferred top coat.  Check out Amy's finishing tips. 

Once the top coat is cured, add pulls to the 'drawers'. 

 

http://www.highstylerestyle.com/blog/china-cabinet-base-crafted-into-industrial-cart
http://www.hertoolbelt.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/industrial-cart-install-slides.jpg

